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YOU MIGHT HAVE AN ENTHUSIASTIC IDEA BUT
NEEDS ASSISTANCEIN IMPLEMENTATION
& DEVELOPMENT?

QUALITY POLICY

AppsGenii
We are committed to provide and supply services that are consistent, reliable and
cost effective to highest quality standards that meet and exceed the needs and
expectations of our customer. AppsGenii is striving to improve its standards and is
targeting to acquire the ISO 9000 certification to mark the effectiveness of the
quality management system.
The quality process assure all measures required for the planning, development and
deployment of our products and services.
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SHARE N GO
Mobile users are increasing day by day and in today’s
time, it won’t be wrong to say that mobiles have become
a necessity of life. And the most interesting part of
mobiles is the Mobile APPS. Every business, no matter how
small or large, has to bear a cost of expense. But in case of
being mobile, there is good news! Whether it’s about
increasing sales, billing, donating, crowd funding, raising
funds, supporting your new campaigns, enhancing your customer database, or your day to day payments; Share’n’Go will
facilitate you in just one app.
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DealPatrol
Military is the key element of any nation, and keeping in
mind we’ve developed an app through which you can
grab all the discounts being offered on military products
and stores for officers. Deal Patrol is your way of finding
and sharing great discounted deals from grocery stores,
drug stores or anywhere you find a great deal that you'd like
to share with the Deal Patrol Community. Your phone shows
you the stores listing as well as the products listings in this
app. You can even add stores which are offering military
discounts through this app.
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LAVOICE
No more hesitation or confusion, let the public or your
private friends help you choose. Not sure about what to
wear when going out? Snap some pictures of the options
and let the people decide. Unsure about which topic to
study? Simple; type the domains that attracts you in and
hear the public’s opinion on which is better. Mothers’ Day
gift? Best song? Most attractive photo? Funniest clip? Best
restaurant? Coolest product? This can apply to almost anything just with a LaVoice Mobile APP!
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PhotoTyper
If you’ve been searching for a great photo editing app
I’m happy to say your search is now over. Thanks to
Photo Typer, mobile photo editing is much easier and
popular than ever. It is a fun and powerful photo editor
that lets you quickly be pro, even if you’ve never edited a
photo before. With beautiful interface, tons of editing
options and dozens of filters in Photo Typer, you can make
your images really pop.
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LOCKBOX
Ever wish you could lock or unlock your doors through
your iPhone without telling someone? With Lockbox, you
can. Install door locking devices on your doors and control
them through your iPhone though wherever you’re. All of
your doors being controlled by Lockbox can be seen on your
iPhone screen. Lockbox is the ultimate door locking &
unlocking application because it uses a private security key
(generated on your iPhone) that provides you access to your
doors on where you have setup the device.
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TAXI
No doubt, there are numerous taxi apps on App Store
and Google Store. But what makes this app different
from others is, as soon as you search for a taxi by mentioning your ride & destination, the app itself provides you
with the nearest taxi drivers along with their codes (fare) in
no minutes and what suits you best you go with it. You
don’t need to argue or bargain for the fare, the app itself
does it & provides you with the best options to choose. All
you’ve to do is search for a taxi with one tap, pick the best
driver option, track your driver in real time and pay your trips.
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SERVICEMAN
Whether you’re looking for plumbers in Boston, Decorators in Amsterdam, or Electricians in Los Angeles,
ServiceMan is one of the fastest and easiest ways to hire
the right professional to get the job done. We do all the
running around for you so that you don't have to! Contacting to local professionals for their services is very time
consuming, but here with ServiceMan APP you can acquire
these services of your own preferences at just one call. We do
it for you, saving you hours of time.
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FUSSEO
You can now easily share videos to anyone and anywhere by using the latest video sharing social networking Fusseo app. What's different about Fusseo is how
beautifully it provides you with the best relevant time
framed videos next to the one you’re currently watching on
mobile. It’s a simple app that can be easily downloaded and
installed in your phone. Fusseo allows you to see best related
videos placed to the next on basis of time frame.
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Pixifi
Editing your iPhone photos can dramatically improve
their visual impact, turning an ordinary photo into an
amazing one! If you’re new to editing photos with your
iPhone, it can be difficult to make sense of all the options.
But with Pixilifi you don’t need to worry about anymore,
because it’s a very simple and professional processing APP
with some amazing affects. You can easily resize your
pictures and position your text. Choose a Style to make your
photo unique stand out more. Take your creativity to the next
level with Pixilifi.
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Shuffle Up
Shuffle Up is an app that provides random movies. User
can filter through results by his/her choice of genre,
director, release year, User can buy and rent movies from
the applications.
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Going Non Stop
Motivation is an interesting psychological concept.
Inspiration and motivation comes to each of us in many
forms. For some it could like in words of wisdom, for
others it could lie in uplifting images, and for a few it could
be in a germ of an idea. Going NonStop is a fun way for
children to get more physical activity into their lives, make
better nutritional choices and reduce the amount of time
they spend watching TV and playing video games.
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iCREATEDUBSTEP
If you really wanna piss off your neighbors, download
this new IcreateDubstep Mobile App. Create hot beats
and share with your Facebook friends! Get ready to
wobble as you create thunderous dubstep beats and bass
drops with the simple and fun to use IcreateDubstep app.
What's new in this version:- Exciting new 24 tracks - Ability
to Record and create own sounds - Share your creation with
friends and much more. Must explore and share this app with
your friends in circle.
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Lowkey Links
Social Networking app for the users. Users can create
groups and create mini social network within the app
and can invite friends.
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Untangle
Submit an auto-accident claim via the new TD Insurance app or speak to one of our advisors 24/7. With the
TD Insurance app you can enter and save key information
including photos and witness information. You can
pinpoint the location of your accident using GPS. You can
easily submit an auto claim with a one-click access to
important phone numbers.
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RealCADENCE
Real Cadenace is a Task Management Application for
companies
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CPAD
Inefficient patient flow has a direct impact on a hospital’s bottom line. The longer it takes to admit, evaluate,
triage and treat patients, the fewer patients the hospital
can see. Cpad is an e-Hospital Bed Management App that
optimizes remote monitoring of your patients beds. You
receive alerts about your patients, medicine timings, treatments, discharge and what so ever is required. Random or
custom defined treatments can also be opted via this app.
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Book Bridges
Books are the key to success, someone said a time ago.
But nowadays finding the right books through proper
channels is a big dilemma. Don’t know where to sell or
donate books so that someone other can benefit of you?
Download and install Book Bridges and leave away all your
worries about your books because with Book Bridges mobile
app you can now find, sell, or even give books in charity so
that someone out there on this planet can benefit because of
you.
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AFFINITY
Time has come when people need to know about the
ingredients, nutrients and calories first before going for
any product from stores or online. With affinity you can
stay healthy and enjoy full nutritional values by knowing
the products ingredients, nutrients and calories levels at
one tap before buying. All you need to do is install the app,
search the product via product name or bar code and let
affinity to search for the nutritional values in products for you.
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EASYBEE
Easybee Age Calculator is fast, accurate, and FREE
This chronological age calculator was designed to calculate age faster than figuring it manually.This is the ideal
app to quickly determine a persons exact age in years,
months, and days. Its the simplest of tools and yet the
most essential for any medical or educational professional.
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ETSI Mobile Launchpad
ETSI is application for the Medicine Professionals.
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Global Discoveries
DIGITAL tools are reshaping the property and finance
industry landscape, giving consumers access to a wealth
of information at their fingertips. Each year millions of
dollars in unclaimed property are turned over to the Auditor's office by companies who cannot locate the rightful
owners. If your name is on this list, you could have money
waiting for you right now! Download this app and claim your
money, funds, and properties right now! Search hundreds of
government and private fund sources throughout the United
States for lost and unclaimed funds and property that are yours.
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Dont Worrie Retire
Happy
Knowledge is power, and this certainly holds true for
retirement planning: the process of determining income
and lifestyle goals and the actions you must take to
achieve those goals. While retirement planning involves
much more than finances such as when you will retire, where
you will live and what you will do. Don’t Worry Retire Happy is
a mobile app that surely helps you in planning for your retirement. Download the latest version and leave all your worries
away about your retirement!
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Alkhidmat Foundation
Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan with vision “Service to
humanity with integrity” is one of the leading, non-profit
and independent organization, fully dedicated to humanitarian services.
Alkhidmat workers and volunteers continue to work tirelessly for relief of affected people across Pakistan and
worldwide. Our dedicated services include Disaster Management, Health Services, Education, Orphan Care, Clean Water,
Mawakhat (interest free loan) and other community services.
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ShnOOze
We as humans only have many things in common. We all
eat, sleep, use the restroom and, usually, we all wake up
after going to sleep. The alarm clock is a ubiquitous
fixture in the bedroom and smartphones serve that
purpose for a ton of people. Wake up gently to your favorite music and avoid accidentally disabling your alarm with
Snooze. Start every day with a better wake-up experience by
easily snoozing your alarm with the help of a slap at the top of
your Snooze!
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TableReady
You can now easily share videos to anyone and anywhere by using the latest video sharing social networking Fusseo app. What's different about Fusseo is how
beautifully it provides you with the best relevant time
framed videos next to the one you’re currently watching on
mobile. It’s a simple app that can be easily downloaded and
installed in your phone. Fusseo allows you to see best related
videos placed to the next on basis of time frame.
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Geminice.com
If you’ve been searching for a great photo editing app
I’m happy to say your search is now over. Thanks to
Photo Typer, mobile photo editing is much easier and
popular than ever. It is a fun and powerful photo editor
that lets you quickly be pro, even if you’ve never edited a
photo before. With beautiful interface, tons of editing
options and dozens of filters in Photo Typer, you can make
your images really pop.
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ZuberFX
Military is the key element of any nation, and keeping in
mind we’ve developed an app through which you can
grab all the discounts being offered on military products
and stores for officers. Deal Patrol is your way of finding
and sharing great discounted deals from grocery stores,
drug stores or anywhere you find a great deal that you'd like
to share with the Deal Patrol Community. Your phone shows
you the stores listing as well as the products listings in this
app. You can even add stores which are offering military
discounts through this app.
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6 Back Promise Plus
No time for an abs workout? Not enough cash to hire a
personal trainer? Want to do your ab training at home?
Unsure how to perform a new ab exercise in a safe,
effective manner? Six Pack Promise Plus is for everyone!
Created by celebrity pro athlete trainer Jeff Cavaliere, the 6
Pack Promise Plus ab workout brings you the same exact ab
workouts used to keep today's elite professional athletes in
game-ready shape while helping them carve out 6 pack ABs
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AVASTER
Avaster is a community marketplace application that
lets you Buy and Sell everything. It contains an option of
browsing categories and brands. Avaster, the best place
to find a new home for your pre-loved items.
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PizzaNow
PizzaNow is an online food ordering and delivery marketplace based in Denmark. It allows users to select local
restaurants around them and place order to be delivered
to their doorstep ASAP or at a pre-scheduled time.
PizzaNow restaurant app is there to assist the restaurant
managers to easily manage the orders coming in and print a
receipt to help the kitchen staff. The PizzaNow rider app
empowers the riders to pickup food from restaurant and
deliver to the customer who is tracking the rider from his
PizzaNow app.
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STRUCTURE
Structure is mission-driven chain of health studios
where we strive to enhance the quality of our members'
lives through physical fitness. To this end, we endeavor
to provide quality facilities, programs, and instructions.
Structure cater to business and corporate community, high
school or college students and all like-minded people that
are driven to attain their fitness goals in an exclusive environment. Every square inch of our facility is dedicated to
getting you ideally fit, strong, healthy and mentally tough to
face the challenges of everyday life.
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Event Organiser
Event App is known for conveying the expository
information for every one of your occasions, containing
gatherings, corporate gatherings, and different occasions.
This awesome arrangement is useful for you to amplify
your ROI, conveying huge advantages like substance
administration, center preparing, venture administration,
investigation announcing, and the sky is the limit from there.
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ZestyEx
ZestyEx has created a motto which encompasses the
main objective of what we plan to achieve; which is to
Eat for Less. The idea is to help food businesses and
consumers connect with each other for their extended
mutual benefits.
The consumers will be able to order food via ZestyEx App at
a reduced price. The food they will get will be a surprise /
wonder pack, containing a decent meal/ eatable food available
on the restaurant / food outlet / bakery from where the food
will be ordered. The food can be ordered and picked up by the
Consumer during the pickup time mentioned on the App.
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Samosa House
Samosa House is an online food ordering app based in
Denmark. It allows users to select items from their
provided menu, choose variation of their choice and get it
delivered to their doorstep ASAP or at a pre-scheduled
time. Samosa House restaurant app (PizzaNow restaurant
app) is there to assist the restaurant managers to easily
manage the orders coming in and print a receipt to help the
kitchen staff.
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ServiceMan
Whether you’re looking for plumbers in Boston,
Decorators in Amsterdam, or Electricians in Los
Angeles, ServiceMan is one of the fastest and
easiest ways to hire the right professional to get
the job done. We do all the running around for
you so that you don't have to! Contacting to
local professionals for their services is very time
consuming, but here with ServiceMan, you can
acquire these services of your own preferences
at just one call. We do it for you, saving you hours
of time.
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InovoEdge
Pellentesque auctor tincidunt odio vel posuere.
Nunc vehicula tellus eu imperdiet consequat.
Fusce rhoncus ligula orci, sagittis pharetra augue
cursus vitae. Aenean ac condimentum ipsum, nec
tempor lacus. Quisque consequat fermentum
metus, non ultrices dui vestibulum feugiat. In
venenatis nunc est, ut luctus orci auctor ut.
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CustomStitchers
Custom Stitchers offers custom made dress
shirts for men using the high quality fabric.
Design the shirt with your own style and buy
with confidence of 100% guarantee for fitting,
stitching and fabric. Get back in style with
Custom Stitchers made to measure dress shirts.
Customers can also place and design their shirts
using custom designing module integrated with
the website. No matter where you are located in
the world, Custom Stitchers are here to create
the perfect custom dress shirt for you, designed
by you!
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LockBox
Ever wish you could lock or unlock your doors
through your iPhone without telling someone?
With Lockbox, you can. Install door locking devices on your doors and control them through your
iPhone though wherever you’re. All of your doors
being controlled by Lockbox can be seen on your
iPhone screen. Lockbox is the ultimate door
locking & unlocking application because it uses a
private security key (generated on your iPhone)
that provides you access to your doors on where
you have setup the device.
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PakistanSteetStyle
Are you an avid fashion follower and love reading
fashion blogs to get an idea what is trending in
Pakistan these days? Do you ever get inspired by
the fashion bloggers? If yes, then you must
check out Pakistan Street Style fashion ideas for
women this season
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SARC Trade Promotion
Network
The SAARC Trade Promotion Network is a group
of 28 key public and private sector institutions
responsible for trade related issues from all eight
SAARC member countries. SAARC-TPN aims to
promote intra-regional trade potential in SAARC
through Trade Information Portal, Business to
Business (B2B) approaches, Quality Infrastructure, Trade promotion for Small and Medium
Enterprises, and Regional Trade Facilitation.
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SeasonalBids
Did you ever wonder how bidding for services,
which is a fairly straightforward process, became
so complicated and time consuming? The paper
trail can be overwhelming with the time it takes
to create and organize bids, along with the lag
time of response from contractors. We at Seasonal Bids understand all these problematic
situation and customized a bidding platform to
alleviate the stress that comes with the bidding
procedure for both property managers and contractors.
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ASI
Pellentesque auctor tincidunt odio vel posuere.
Nunc vehicula tellus eu imperdiet consequat.
Fusce rhoncus ligula orci, sagittis pharetra augue
cursus vitae. Aenean ac condimentum ipsum, nec
tempor lacus. Quisque consequat fermentum
metus, non ultrices dui vestibulum feugiat. In
venenatis nunc est, ut luctus orci auctor ut.
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Taxi
No doubt, there are numerous taxi apps on App
Store and Google Store. But what makes this app
different from others is, as soon as you search
for a taxi by mentioning your ride & destination,
the app itself provides you with the nearest taxi
drivers along with their codes (fare) in no minutes and what suits you best you go with it. You
don’t need to argue or bargain for the fare, the
app itself does it & provides you with the best
options to choose. All you’ve to do is search for a
taxi with one tap, pick the best driver option,
track your driver in real time and pay your trips.
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Share N Go
Whether it’s about increasing sales, billing, donating, crowd funding, raising funds, supporting your
new campaigns, enhancing your customer database, or your day to day payments; Share’n’Go
will facilitate you in just one app. Every business,
no matter how small or large, has to bear a cost
of expense. But in case of being mobile, there is
good news! From customer relationship management to documenting expenses to facilitating
payments, a Share’n’Go is an ideal tool to pay via
mobile in order in a innovative way to boost your
business.
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Creative Solutions
For over 20 years, Creative Solutions, a Certified
Woman Owned Company, has provided satisfied
clients with innovative & creative promotional
products. From the initial phases of product
development to fulfillment & chic packaging,
Creative Solutions takes the journey with you to
the mecca of great gifting. They don’t call us The
Great Ideas Company without merit.
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Games
The rapid increase in free mobile apps supported
by in-app purchases has led to an apparently
exponential growth in the number and reach of
games made for iPhone, Android, Windows and
other smart phones platforms. Have you got a
breathtaking idea of a game which can become
the next Angry Birds, Temple Run, Subway Surfer
or Candy Crush Saga? But don't know how to get
it developed; then you’ve come to the right
platform. At AppsGenii, we want your amazing
and unique gaming ideas so that we can turn
your game ideas into your business. The market
is there, ready and waiting for your idea to be
changed into a business. We believe that a great
mobile game is not only about the design and
code; infact it's about combining a great design
with functionality, usability and reliability. We can
help optimize your game to the max, turning your
valuable investments into mega profits. So what
are you still waiting for? Contact us now and see
your Idea live soon.
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Deal Patrol
Military is the key element of any nation, and
keeping in mind we’ve developed an app through
which you can grab all the discounts being
offered on military products and stores for officers. Deal Patrol is your way of finding and sharing great discounted deals from grocery stores,
drug stores or anywhere you find a great deal
that you'd like to share with the Deal Patrol
Community. Your phone shows you the stores
listing as well as the products listings in this app.
You can even add stores which are offering
military discounts through this app.
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LAVOICE
No more hesitation or confusion, let the public or
your private friends help you choose. Not sure
about what to wear when going out? Snap some
pictures of the options and let the people decide.
Unsure about which topic to study? Simple; type
the domains that attracts you in and hear the
public’s opinion on which is better. Mothers’ Day
gift? Best song? Most attractive photo? Funniest
clip? Best restaurant? Coolest product? This can
apply to almost anything just with LaVoice!
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NayaKP
To establish a just society based on humane
values while continuously upholding the self-esteem of the nation. The PTI will restore the
sovereign and inalienable right of the people to
choose political and economic options in accordance with our social, cultural, and religious
values. We are broad-based movement for
change whose mission is to create a free society
based on justice. We know that national renewal
is only possible if people are truly free
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NAi
NAi mission is to use Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning to build an approachable
Prediction Market platform which will enable the
free flow of useful information and statistical
data along with streamlined communication
between brokers and investors.
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Creative Solutions
For over 20 years, Creative Solutions, a Certified
Woman Owned Company, has provided satisfied
clients with innovative & creative promotional
products. From the initial phases of product
development to fulfillment & chic packaging,
Creative Solutions takes the journey with you to
the mecca of great gifting. They don’t call us The
Great Ideas Company without merit.
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LockBox Casestudy
Pellentesque auctor tincidunt odio vel posuere.
Nunc vehicula tellus eu imperdiet consequat.
Fusce rhoncus ligula orci, sagittis pharetra augue
cursus vitae. Aenean ac condimentum ipsum, nec
tempor lacus. Quisque consequat fermentum
metus, non ultrices dui vestibulum feugiat. In
venenatis nunc est, ut luctus orci auctor ut.
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Insaf
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf is a political party on
paper, but it is way bigger than that. It's a dream
for a prosperous Pakistan where every man and
woman has high self esteem and takes care of
fellow citizens per the principles of humanity.
The goal of its founder Imran Khan is to ensure
Justice for all as he believes that a just society
has the best chance to succeed. At the core, PTI
just wants to make sure that we as a nation are
the best version of ourselves and make a name
for us in this world. We believe that Pakistan is a
very special country, full of natural resources and
full of earnest & intelligent people.
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iOS, PHP, WINDOWS, ROR, GAME’S
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WEBSITE AND APP DEVELOPMENT
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The company provides quality Website, iPhone, iPad, android, blackberry and windows mobile
apps programming solutions along with Cross Platform Application Developments. The aim of
company is to interact with speedily increasing demands of apps while providing best app
developers available in the market. At AppsGenii, we not only obligate operable specifications
but also our dedicated development team supports clients to make the finest apps.
Throughout all assigned phases, our team concentrates on design, usability, functionality and
execution.
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LET US KNOW

HOW WE CAN HELP YOU IN TRANSFORMING YOUR
BUSINESS, WE ARE VERY RESPONSIVE IN REPLYING YOU
Mudassir Saleem Malik
CEO
AppsGenii Technologies Pvt Ltd
malik@appsgenii.com
Skype: AppsGenii
http://www.AppsGenii.com

UAE +971 52 478 8470
PAK +92 321 644 3388
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